
TheraPlate Ambassadors on the Podium-  
Kasey Perry-Glass & Adrienne Lyle  
Take Team Silver at CDIO5* Aachen  

  
 

Aachen, Germany (July 24, 2018) – TheraPlate, the Official Therapy Plate of the US 
Equestrian Federation celebrates the success of team riders. TheraPlate Ambassadors 
Kasey Perry-Glass on Goerklintgaards Dublet and Adrienne Lyle on Salvino.  Both riders 
represented the United States of America in the CDIO5* Nations Cup, helping to secure a 
team silver medal against top European rivals. 
 
Both of these outstanding riders train with Olympian Debbie McDonald in Wellington, FL and 
benefit from Chef d’Equipe and U.S. Dressage Technical Advisor Robert Dover’s expertise.  
McDonald, who will take over Dover’s position beginning December 1, 2018, is also no 
stranger to the positive effects that daily use on the TheraPlate presents for top tier athletes. 
In the first day of competition Perry-Glass and "Dublet" received high marks for their clean 
and precise ride, scoring a 76.801 and placing them in the top five, teammate Lyle rode the 
Hanoverian stallion owned by Betsy Juliano to a outstanding 74.581 helping round out the 
teams lead over Germany in day one. Coming into day two Perry-Glass surpassed her 
highest marks to earn a 78.787 placing her third amongst very stiff competition.  Lyle and 
Salvino stayed consistent and proving that they are a reliable team pairing earning another 
74.511. To top off an incredible weekend of career bests, Perry-Glass and her Olympic 
partner pulled out all the stops in the Freestyle to earn an 85.205 to take second place to 
Isabell Werth, the number one ranked dressage rider in the world. 
 
The team at TheraPlate is proud to have these incredible riders as ambassadors and to be 
able to help them and their horses achieve their very best along the way. In addition to their 
dressage rider’s success, Show Jumping TheraPlate Ambassador Todd Minikus kept the 
home fires smoking with the $70,000 Ingles Grand Prix win this weekend at Tryon 
International.  
 



 TheraPlate Revolution is a leader in the conditioning today’s equine athletes providing 
increased circulation and pain reduction, enhanced muscle tone and overall improvement in 
the quality of their warm-ups and cool-downs during training. Learn more about the 
TheraPlate Revolution and why top riders and horse care teams choose it as part of their 
winning strategy at www.theraplate.com. 
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Photo 1: Kasey Perry-Glass and Dublet are all smiles while using their TheraPlate. (Photo 
courtesy of JRPR News, no photo credit necessary) 
 
Photo 2: Adrienne Lyle and Debbie McDonald recognize the benefits of their TheraPlate. 
(Photo courtesy of JRPR News, no photo credit necessary) 
 
 


